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The Editor’s Ramblings
Greetings, URRGlings!
My apologies that this
issue comes late. I
had a good reason—I
wasn’t done yet!
These days, it has become hard to retain
some level of perspective. Between COVID,
the economic recession and the upcoming
elections, it is easy to
loose sight of the fact
that, while we haven’t
been able to fly much,
this summer has seen
a lot of really cool
things happen in rocketry and space sciences in general.
In no particular order,
we saw SpaceX
launched some guys
into space, the NEOWISE comet flew by,
SpaceX has successfully test-hopped the
Starship, NASA
launched another Mars
probe, its time again
for Perseid meteor
shower, SpaceX is
about to set a booster
reuse record, and we
finally got to hold a
club launch in July.

were able to splash down
off the coast of Florida.
Almost door-to-door service!
The NEOWISE comet,
only just discovered this
spring, made a close fly
by to Earth and was visible in the sky for quite a
while near the later part
of July.
After a lot of fast work
down in Texas (including
some dramatic static
tests) SpaceX one-upped
themselves by actually
operating a controlled
short-hop test flight of
the prototype Starship
mule.
It was just the main tank
section of Starship,
equipped with a single
Raptor engine, so it
looked more than a little
like a flying silo. But it
flew, finally.

home to the Perseid
meteor shower. One
of the most pronounced visible in the
northern hemisphere,
folks with a clear view
can see up to 100 per
hour.
The next SpaceX
launch will reuse a
booster for the 6th
time. It has already
added to their Starlink
constellation twice,
and it will shortly be
lofting more.
And URRG finally has
returned to flight. On
July 18 & 19, we hosted our first club launch
of the season. Even
with precautions in
place, it was a great
weekend.
And if that’s not
enough for you, vintage sci-fi fans will rejoice to know that
Space 1999 is now on
Amazon Prime! What
else could you ask for?

NASA just launched Perseverance, the next misRick
sion to Mars. Not only
will it land
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El Presidente
By Larry Weibert

H

i Team. This has
been a crazy
year for us all at
all levels.

Our way of life has
been adjusted, and we
at URRG have finally
got around to enjoying
our hobby of rocketry.
Although we have not
flown until the July
launch, there has been
a lot going on behind
the scenes.
This year we started
having virtual club
meetings due to
COVID, and it has
worked out well. In
some ways, it might
even be better, as
many URRG members
are from a long way
away. Being able to
join in without the
travel is nice. Even the
show and tell of projects and builds has
been fun to see.
This year has been interesting, as bad as it
has been, we have
learned to adapt.
In June, the BOD
wanted
to all
meet
and do
a practice setting up
of the
field
and a
walk
down of
how we

COVID.
Americans
would run the July
outside
launch during COVID. I the box.
was unable to meet
I can’t say
with the group.
enough
Oh yeah, they met, set for our
up the field, ran
present
through the whole
team; we
safety inspection, reg- all conistration, who has TRA tribute
or NAR insurance. How and supthe whole thing works, port one
with distancing in eve- another
ry aspect.
we bring
out the
Gloves, masks, disbest, and
tancing, a separate
always
area for safety (RSO)
looking
one at a time, even
for a betbathroom usage. Yes,
ter way to
I had nothing to do
make the
with it.
flying experience
On the next BOD
fun.
meeting they explained how it was goURRG
ing to flow and, like
2020 has
music, a well-oiled
it going
machine. For the July
on and
launch they set the
you need
field up like a minito come
URRF, with a left and
join the
right bank for both
fun. Our
mod rock and high
August
power. They set the
launch is
mid power up in the
the picnic
middle.
and night
launch.
The launch went
smooth and we all
All I can
agreed
say is the
that the
food will
field laybe great
out and
and the
registraflying will
tion was
be better.
a real
efficient Failure is
way,
not an
even if
option.
there
was no

Les Bradshaw’s
Mars Snooper ignites its motor
while on the pad at
the July URRG
launch
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Summer Picnic

T

he August launch
is fast approaching, on August 22
& 23. This particular
weekend also happens
to be the annual URRG
summer picnic.
Due to COVID concerns, we are handling
the picnic a little differently this year. No
longer are we having
buffet setting where
everyone brings a dish
to pass.
Instead, we are bringing in a food truck, Area 315, a space / alien
themed outfit from
Penn Yan. They offer
burgers and dogs,
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etc., but also require
that we pre-order food
so they know how
much of what to bring.
You are, of course, also welcome to bring
your own food as usual. Just don’t share.
Another difference is
that the picnic will be
at dinner time rather
than lunch. We are
doing this because we
are also hosting a
night launch!
Bring out lighted rockets for flying in the
dark! Rules for night
flying are on page 14.
Normal daytime operations will continue until
about 5:00. Area 315
will arrive and be

ready to
serve food
at about
5:30. We
will hang
out, eat,
etc. until
about
7:30.
Then,
preparations for
the night
launch will
begin.
We will
reopen
Area 315 menu
the range
for the URRG
at approxpicnic
imately
8:00 PM, as sunset will
be at 7:59. We will fly So come on out, it’ll be
great!
for an hour or so, depending on interest.

July Launch

O

n July 17th,
Mikey Rowe
made the first
launch of the club flying season.
Of course, the actual
launch took place on
the 18th & 19th, but
several people converged on the field the
day before to get
things set up. And, of
course, one has to test
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masks, signing waivers
and handling
With new regulations
all financial
in place to address
transactions
concerns over Corona- online so
virus and meet NY
that no cash
State guidelines, the
changed
club was finally able to hands on the
resume the countdown field.
and host an event.
Also, a max gathering
These new rules inof 50 people required
clude use of face
that we preregister on
unused since November.

out the equipment,
which had been sitting
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July Cont’d
the website, so as
to get a
handle on
the head
count.

Larry
Weibert
handled
launch
director
duties for
the weekend. The
weekend
had a good turn out,
as everyone was itching to fly.
Both
days got
into the
mid-90s,
and rain
was
nonexistent.
Fortunately,
the farm
had apparently
decided
to leave
the majority of
the field
directly
in front
of the
oasis
unplant-
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ed, so
it was a
vast
lunar
scape.
A new
field
layout
was
tested,
a sort
of miniURRF
configuration
with split
banks. This
allowed faster turn over
while maintaining social
distance.
The heat
was hot and
the ground
was dry, but
the air was
full of
sound—the
sound of
rocket motors! We
had a steady
flow
of
traffic on Saturday, with
even a line for
the “C” pad at
one point.
Sunday was
slightly calmer.
It also brought
a rash of CATOs, as 5 or 6
in a row occurred for various fliers.
The wind
picked up in

the early
afternoon,
causing
a few
vehicles
to get
whacked
by unsecured
canopies.

onsite
board

As the
flying
waned,
we began
breaking
down the
field. Flying ceased
about
2:00, after
which, the
BOD held
an

meeting. As it happens, we got off the
field just in time, as a
strong thunderstorm
swept through the area around 4:00.

All told, it was
good weekend,
and everyone
enjoyed returning to flight.
Highlights included
Morgan
Remeza hitting
15,300
feet
with a
2stage L3
flight, Natalie

Yonts
being
reunited
with
a
longlost
rocket from last
year, Steve
Gregorski
demonstrating
what
happens
when a
motor
effectively
has a
nozzle on both
ends, and Jerry Briggs
demonstrating how to
produce firework effects with an EX motor.
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Featured Rocket: MGM-18 Lacrosse
guidance station was
mounted on a jeep
he 1950s saw
significant devel- that was in direct observation of the target.
opment in rockSince the missile could
etry. One area that
saw that specifically in be nuclear tipped, that
the wake of the second could lead to obvious
world war was the use issues for the observof missiles on the bat- ers in the jeep.
tlefield as artillery.
The guidance system
This has led to many
was subject to jamhobbyist favorites,
ming, thus leading to
such as the Honest
reliability issues.
John.
Technology was moving quickly by the time
One missile often
overlooked is the MGM production started in
1959, so it only saw
-18 Lacrosse. Visibly
distinct because of the service for a short
time. A total of close
large forward wing
to 1200 were defins, MGM-18 was designed and built by the ployed.

See page 2 for references

T

Well, scale drawings
are hard to come by,
but there are plastic
model kits available for reference.
Also, examples
are on display,
such as in the
rocket garden at
White Sands test
range in New
Mexico. A sportscale model could
be built readily
enough from photos.

scale model, stretching
about 45” long. Also a
nice size without being
too big, easy to track.

Lacrosse launching from
The missile’s size
its truck platform
would make for a
nearly 1/8th scale Wiki Commons Image
reproduction if
based on Estes Either way, the biggest
Lacrosse was guided BT80 (2.6”)
challenge comes from
Glen L Martin CompaThe Laby
an
observation
tubing. In this stability; the massive
ny for the US Army.
crosse was
station in a jeep in size, the over- forward fins will pull
powered
The truck-launched
the CP far forward.
by a solid
sight of the target all length
Lacrosse employed a
The model will likely
would
be
rocket moforward guidance starequire a lot of nose
29.25”,
thus
tor, which lent itself
tion that effectively
weight to stabilize.
similar
to
the
new
Eswell to rapid, trucksteered the missile to
Those forward fins will
tes
Doorknob
(see
based deployment.
its target. As such, it
probably be somewhat
next page). That’s a
required two teams to
The missile was 20.5”
delicate as well.
nice size to build and
in diameter
transport.
But it is still a cool
and 19’2.4”
Wiki Commons
looking rocket, and
long, weighing Alternatively, going to
Image
nobody else will
high power 4” tubing
2300 pounds
have one!
would
get
you
a
1/5th
and had an
operating
range of 12
miles (again,
(cont’d on pg. 14)
maybe an issue if nuketipped).

operate; the launch
crew would remain behind the lines, but the
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So, what
about the discriminating
modeler that
has built everything
else?

Wiki Commons Image
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Kit Review: Estes
PSII Doorknob

The Estes
kit makes
use of
the nose
cone and tube diameter from the now out
of production (but still
much loved) Leviathan
kit. It also has a
29mm motor mount.
But similarities to previous PSII kits end
there.

sheets, and
Tech Specs
I did note a
Estes Rockets
discernable Manufacturer:
difference
Type:
Scale
in density
and mass
Scale:
1/5.3
between
Body Diameter:
3”
them. As
such, I
Length:
26.9”
made a
10 oz (mfg estimate)
point of in- Weight:
stalling fins Motor Mount:
29 mm
from the
same sheet Recovery:
18” chute
The Doorknob has
on opposbeen designed with
$39.99
ing sides of Retail Price:
black powder motors in
the rocket.
mind, so it had to be
wood glue, then
lighter than its forThe motor mount is
wrapped them around
bearers. So it makes
built up like any other
the circumference of
due with balsa fins,
Estes kit, the only difthe rings.
cardstock centering
ference is the 29 mm
rings and a teabag and diameter.
Once wrapped, the
rubber band recovery
edges of the strips are
On my kit, the fit beharness.
folded over the sides
tween the rings and
of the ring and
On the other hand, the motor tube was nice,
squeezed down. This
kit does include Estes’ but between the rings
essentially laminates
convenient plastic mo- and body tube was
more paper onto the
tor retainer, an 18”
quite loose. There was
centering
(cont’d on pg. 12)
nylon parachute, both a gap of about .040” if
waterslide and mylar
it was
Parts Layout of Estes Doorknob kit. Contents
decals and the normal held to
of the bags are spread out below.
he newest addiEstes build quality.
one side.
tion to Estes’ Pro
That
Although the fins are
Series II fleet is
might not
balsa, they are 1/8”
the 3” Doorknob.
sound like
thick, nicely laser cut,
a lot, but
Despite the somewhat tabbed, and slotted
your hair
funny name, the Door- into the mid centering
is, oh,
knob is actually a scale ring. Estes details a
.003”
model of a sounding
scale airfoil in the inthick.
rocket used in the late structions; this tapers
So .040”
1950s as part of a rethe leading edge quite
is a lot to
search project into the far back, difficult to do
bridge
affects of nuclear deto- without a razor plane.
with glue.
nations.
I elected to taper mine
about a 1/3 of the
To fix this,
Powered by surplus
scale length. That was I cut 1/4”
motors from Lacrosse
enough to look good,
wide
missiles (see page 6),
give a scale-like apstrips of
the Doorknob was
pearance, while being paper,
flown in single and two
simple to do.
saturated
stage forms.
them with
The fins come on two

T
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RETRO-ROCKET:

Article & Photos By MAC Performance Rocketry

Battlestar Galactica
Colonial Viper MkIII
Editor’s forward:
late last year, Mike
contacted me
about designing
parts for a
4” Viper.
This was
something I
had to see,
and it was
great to have
had a hand in the
project.
This is what you
get when you
combine ready access
to rocket parts, modern hobby tools, and a
build attention to detail that is second to
none.
As Mike says, there
are no plans for MAC
to offer this as a kit.
Read on and you’ll see
why...

T

he challenge was
to build a 4”
diameter Colonial Viper that was
scale, detail oriented, and would actu-

These were truly the
components
that al-

lowed the build
to come to life.

ally fly.
This would be one to
add to my personal
fleet and not be a kit.
After purchasing a Mobius model kit for the
scale, the build began.
The biggest challenge
was to produce a set
of intake ducts and
exhaust nozzles.
I reached out to Rick

A2
A1

Barnes who I fly with
at URRG. After a couple attempts he came
up with the drawing/
file that allowed me to
3D print the needed
components.

I was able to design it
as dual deploy with
HED (head end deploy). The airframe
and most all components utilize our canvas phenolic.
The nosecone is filament wound fiberglass. It does have a
54mm motor mount
but it will have to pass
the 38mm motor test
first.
Additional weight was
added
to the
nose
cone
and belly pad
to help
compensate
for the
drag
and to
correct
vertical

Captioning By Rick Barnes
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balance.
I contacted Mark
Hayes at Stickershock23.com to see if
he could scan the original decals from the
model and make me a
set to scale.
The end result was
fantastic. How well
does
it fly
you
wonder? It has yet
to fly, but will go on
the pad at the August
URRG launch.
Covid-19 has affected
all of us and our hobby
in many different
ways.
It’s truly great to get
back to flying. We
hope that everyone is
safe and healthy. Hope
to see you on the field.

Mike Crupe
The project started
with scale fin patterns
for a Viper MkII that
Mike found on TRF.
These were scaled to
use 4” diameter tubing
on a copier (A1).
The patterns were cut
out, and mocking up
could begin (A2).
Since Mike is the guy
behind MAC Performance Rocketry, he
had ready access to all
the tubes and bits he
could need.
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A3
A4

Mike got his hands on a Mobius 1/32
scale Viper MkII plastic model kit (A3). The
airframe for this kit (A4) served as the basis
for much of the detailing that would follow, as
well as the decal design.

A5

Fin production was farmed out to Nat Kinsey of
Upscale CNC. Mike passed on the fin patterns,
highlighting details he wanted added (A5).
Nat cut the fins on his CNC router, and per
Mike’s specifications, was able to rout the detail
panel lines into the fin stock (A6). Fins are
made from MAC Performance 3/16” thick canvas-phenolic.

B1

A6
The nose cone is made from a filament –wound fiberglass cone
from Wildman. The end is chopped off to duplicate the Viper
front end (B1). A section of body tube was grafted to the aft
end, and an upper deck of canvas sheet was attached to the top.
To blend this to the tube sides, expanding foam was used to fill
in the joint.
The main airframe is made from MAC 4” canvas tube (B2). After
slotting for the wings, a canvas “keel” strip was attached and
used to support a sheet canvas skid plate to protect and shape
the belly.

B2
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Once the skid plate was firmly
attached, Mike again used expanding foam to fill in the sides
(B3).
The foam was then carved
down to shape. Body filler was
used to smooth out the foam
on the airframe and the nose
cone (B4).
You can see here that the underbelly shape was extended
onto the nose cone. By the
same token, the upper nose
deck was extended onto the
airframe. This will provide a
platform for the canopy later
on.

B3

The canopy started off from the
upscaled pattern sheet. Mike
transferred this to cardboard to
sort out the initial fitment (C1).
B4
Once satisfied, he cut pieces
from sheet canvas to form the
top, sides and front. These
were epoxied together (C2), and a plywood rear bulkhead was attached. This helps hold form and
aides proper fitment of the canopy to the airframe behind the nose cone.
When the 3D printed faux intakes were being designed, Mike decided it was necessary to add a fairing
extension to the canopy (C3), which carry its form into the inlet. The finished canopy was foam filled
for support (C4). The assembly could then be trimmed onto the airframe (C5).

C1

C2

C4

h a little

C3
Page 10
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D1
D3
D2

The design of the 3D printed inlets and nozzles
for the faux-engines started off as hand sketches
that Mike drew up (D1). I then drew the parts
using Siemens NX CAD software and exported
them to .STL files for Mike to print. These designs went through several iterations, including
having compressor fans and flow straighteners
(D2, D3), and were printed (D4) several times
before finally settling on the design shown here
(D5).

D5

With the inlets and nozzles printed, Mike could
do a more complete test fitting of the engines

D4

E1

Once the canopy fitment was finalized, Mike could
attach it permanently. As done before, the canopy
was then blended into the body using
expanding foam, before filling and
sanding (E2).

E2

The faux engines
are pre-assembled
by bolted connection (E3). They are
then attached to
the airframe as a
single unit.

E3
Continues on
PG 13
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Doorknob Cont’d

ring. The
28#, 11”x17” paper
that this newsletter is
printed on is .005”
thick, and a 17” long
strip goes around the
rings just about 2
times. This was sufficient for a good fit.
Much of the rest of the
build was unnoteworthy in that it was
straight forward and
went to together as it
should—what you’d
expect from Estes.

2020 Summer Issue
have to
put
them
on one
at a
time.
But beware
that
they
Tabbing of the fins into the
can
centering rings
stretch
out if manipulated too however the chrome
much, resulting in an
stripes around the upuneven appearance fin per tube are mylar.
A note about fluorescent paint—it is a
translucent paint, so
it needs to be
sprayed over a white
base coat to properly
“pop” in the sunlight.
That also means that
you have to spray it
very evenly to have
good, consistent paint
coverage and color. I
found that Krylon
brand fluorescent
paint is easier to
spray consistently
than Rustoleum’s
product.

I did away with the
teabag and rubber,
electing to use a thinmil nylon chute that
matched the rocket’s
color scheme, as well
as a Kevlar harness
attached to the motor
mount.
The scale color
scheme is fluorescent
orange and white,
with one black fin.
However, Estes does
detail a nice blue and
white scheme for
sport modelers, and
offers water slide decals to support that.

Centering rings
wrapped with paper strips for better fit
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The
waterslide
decals
were arranged on
the sheet
so that
you can
cut out all
of the fin
attachment
brackets for
a given fin
at once,
you don’t

Kit Review
Side Bar
Spherachute
Ultralight Parachute

W

hen looking
for an orange
and white
chute for last issue’s TLoc, I went to Spherachute. At that time, I
noticed they had introduced a line of thin-mil
chutes.
These come in neon
orange and white,
which pairs well with
the Doorknob. So I
gave one a try.
The chute is incredibly
light, made from .66oz
nylon. The total weight
for the 18” used here is
only .2oz. At $19, its
not the cheapest, but it
is extremely well made.
Visit:
www.spherachutes.com

This rocket is designed to fly on
29mm black powder
motors, but does well
on smaller single-use
composites. I flew
mine on an E20-7 to
good results.
Completed Doorknob ready to fly

to fin.
The fin can vents and
black band are
waterslide as well,

I would be leery
about going too big,
though. This model
doesn’t have the
structure to rock an
H410 like older PSII
kits could...

Visit: https://estesrockets.com/
product/009720-pro-series-ii-doorknob/

18” Spherachute
Ultralight parachute.
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Viper Cont’d

E4

E5

With the airframe complete,
the wings could be attached.
Mike accomplished this with
furring strips, dining room
chairs, zip ties and masking
tape (E4).
Wings on, so the engine unit
is also attached. Mike added
detail pieces including upper
engine cowling, side engine
rings and raised surface detain on the vertical stabilizer
(E5).
Once everything was fully assembled, then the process of
sanding and priming began
(E6).

E6

Mark Hayes of StickerShock23
rose to the task of producing the
elaborate set of vinyl decals used
on this build (E7).

Purists will note
that there was no
Viper MkIII on the later TV show, though there were MkII &
Mk IV versions. That left the transitional model open for Mike
to develop as he saw fit.

E7
Finally fully painted and decaled, the Viper MkIII
looks ready to chase down some Cylon butt. Assuming Cylons have butts, but I am not getting
into cyborg anatomy here. This ship has a high
level of detail, both in design and decal. Its almost
too fracking pretty to fly...
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cancel all events
through June. This
includes URRF-7.
Events past that will
be evaluated as they
draw nearer.
Other key issues recently discussed:
•

•

T

he URRG Board
of Directors
meets twice a
month by conference
call to stay on top of
club issues.
There are recent
changes in BOD membership and of Board
Officers.
•

•

•

Jerry Briggs has
stepped down, vacating the Presidency.
Alicen Yonts has
taken the Treasurer role.
Larry Weibert is
now “acting” President, until such
time that another
suitable candidate
is determined.

•

Steve Gregorski
has stepped down.
The BOD has been actively monitoring the
developing Covid19
situation and have
made the decisions to
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Planning for URRF
(active until recently). Included
logistics, t-shirt
logo design, vendor and raffle planning.
Maintaining / building relationships
with the local community. Addressing
concerns on FB,
neighbors that
have concerns.

•

Field vendors for
upcoming season

•

Launch directors
for upcoming season. We still need
volunteers for most
events; will put
signup online.

•

•

•

•

Promotional ideas—where can we
advertise, and how
to encourage new
membership.

• E3 at RIT
• Build party at Potter Fire Hall

•

• New flight cards
• Enforcing RSO /
rod angles

•

Updating club bylaws

•

New BOD (nonofficer) posts

•

•

Communications
coordinator (Rick)

•

Outreach coordinator (Morgan)

Use Zoom for general member meeting

BOD & Officer
changes
•

•

Updating fees. 1st
time since club’s
start.

•

Motion carried

Opening a new
bank account
•

•

• Phelps Makes Fair

•

• Status of CRP
Key votes taken recently:

Fundraising ideas.
Can we sell hot
dogs, etc. on field?
Other options?

Outreach opportunities are important to growing
club and reaching
people / STEM opportunities. Including -

Improving safety /
reducing off-site
landings. We need
to keep rockets on
the property and
reduce ballistic
landings.

Motion carried

Update to BOD eligibility
•

Motion carried

Cancelation of URRF
• Motion carried

• Cancelation of all
Club events through
June
•

Motion carried
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Rocketry Marketplace

www.performancehobbies.com

Column ads are free to URRG
members, and advertisement
banners are free to regular field
vendors. All others contact the
editor for more info

www.macperformance.com

Coming up Next...
The Potter Rocketeer explores early space exploration by building Boyce Aerospace Mercury Redstone
builders-kits
Also:
•

Greg Elling deconstructs
rocket design

•

URRG picnic and night
launch report

•

We review Area 315

•

Build the Bengal, from
PSII parts

•

Rocketry Rumors returns
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Club Calendar
UPSTATE RESEARCH
ROCKETRY GROUP
Launch Site:
Torrey Farms of Potter
4272 State Rt. 364
Penn Yan, NY
14527
NAR Section #765
Tripoli Prefecture # 139

August 22 & 23
September 2
September 26 & 27
October 7
October 17 & 18
November 4
November 14 & 15
December 2

Launch #5
Zoom Call
Launch #6
Zoom Call
Launch #7
Zoom Call
Launch #8
Zoom Call

E-Mail:

About URRG

The Upstate Research Rocketry
Group, Inc (URRG) is located in Western New York. We are a NYS incorporated non-profit 501-C3 focusing on
educational and research aspects of
amateur rocketry.
We are dedicated to promoting model
and high power rocketry, and
are registered as prefecture #139
with the Tripoli Rocketry Association
and NAR Section #765.
URRG has the privilege of flying
at Torrey Farms of Potter, NY, one of
the finest fields in the Northeast. The
former swamp nestled in the heart of
the picturesque Finger Lakes wine
region, is now a productive farm and
has been the home to the July 4th
“Muck Fest,” LDRS-28, LDRS-31,
URRF, and LDRS-34.

urrgbod@gmail.com
PotterRocketeer@urrg.us

We’re on the Web!
www.urrg.us
www.facebook.com/groups/
urrgny

Copyright © 2020 Upstate
Research Rocketry Group

720 Creek Lane
Youngstown NY
14174

Off the Pad

URRG at Torrey Farms has been described by Rockets Magazine as the
Northeast's summer time rocketry
destination.
So whether you’re a BAR, an old timer, or just interested in seeing some
amazing launches, take some time
and visit us during a launch. We’re
looking forward to seeing you at our
next event.

Fire retro rockets!

Member Name
Street Address
City, ST 12345

